
 

AUTO GATES CAN EXISTING GATES BE USED? 

 

‘Can our original gates be automated?’ Quite often yes they can. With the right system 

design, and the correct automatic components fitted properly they probably can be! 

 

Why probably? Well, the gates have to be either, suitable or made so! 

 

What do you mean? Most control equipment manufacturers produce products that are 

sold as suitable for fitting onto existing gates. This may well be true, but it is not the full 

picture! If existing gates are present then a fair assumption is that they were made for 

manual operation. Even if they have been claimed to have been made suitable for 

automatic control, the likelihood is some modification would be needed to achieve 

optimum performance, or even just suitable reliability. 

 

             
 

Please explain? Everything automatic is used far more than its manual equivalent and as 

so may have to be built to suit this increase in use. Also the construction of the gate and 

its support will need to take different pressures from alternate points, as the automatic 

operators will pull and push the gate away from the swing style, which would be used 

during manual operation. 

 

The type of automation has a relevance to the construction of a gate as well as many 

other governing factors. The size, the weight, the shape, the material, the wind resistance, 

also the type of hinge arrangement, degree of swing and working tolerances, all need to 

be suitable. 

 

       
 

The support structure has as much if not more importance to the system, its reliability, 

safe use and life expectancy. The geometry between the support structure and its gate 

together with the stability and security are critical to the success of the system. 



 

           
 

Another very important point worth noting is the forces imposed during ‘Snap’ upon the 

gate. ‘Snap’ is directly relevant to the performance and reliable life of the operator or 

motor moving the gate. Snap is where a gate is moving in one direction and asked to 

move back the other way immediately (often to re-open on safety). The kinetic energy of 

the gate swinging one way, to stop and move in the opposite direction is called ‘Snap’ 

and is where the maximum load of the gate and its fixing is transferred to the operator, 

causing stress. 

 

The heavier the gate and the greater resistance to wind or free flowing travel, the greater 

loads are needed, for moving, stopping and reversing it and the greater the strain upon the 

whole system. 

 

   
Unsuitable gate equipment installed on too larger existing gate leaf, for the job required 

 

Only if all the above items are correctly addressed can a gate be truly suitable for the 

automatic system. 

 

           
 

Every day people use reliable systems that have had existing gates, modified to suit! 
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